
Instructions
Attaching, Removal and Disposal of Blades from the TrimSafe Dispenser

TrimSafe HANDLE, BLADES & DISPENSER
Item# GR2158-A or B TrimSafe Handle 130mm or 260mm Item# GR2163-A or B TrimSafe Blades 130mm or 260mm

Item# GR2173-A or B TrimSafe Dispenser 130mm or 260mm

Attaching a TrimSafe Blade to the TrimSafe Handle:
Step 1.  Hold the trim blade dispenser with the blue door facing you in one hand and the handle in the other. Lower 
the blue door down and with the trim blade handle angled, carefully slide the opening at the top of the trim blade 
handle over a blade in the dispenser.
Step 2.  Hold the trim blade handle horizontally to the blade to glide the trim blade handle all the way to the back 
of the dispenser until it stops.
Step 3.  Once the handle reaches the back of the dispenser and stops, depress the thumb mechanism and push the 
handle the rest of the way until it stops.
Step 4.  Release the thumb latch to engage the notch at the top of the blade, which secures the blade to the handle.
Step 5. Lift the handle end up slightly. Carefully slide the handle and blade out of the dispenser. The trim blade is 
now ready to use.
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Step 1.  Depress the thumb latch to create a gap between the blade and the handle.
Step 2.  Flip the trim blade dispenser upside down so the blue door faces away from you, and hold in one hand to 
expose the slot in the underside.
Step 3.  Insert the blade and handle arm into the slot on the bottom of the dispenser on an angle, in order to catch 
the gap between the blade and the handle.
Step 4. With the blade and handle arm fully contained within the dispenser slot, pull the trim blade handle back 
across the bottom of the dispenser to release the blade safely into the bottom of the dispenser.

Removal & Disposal of a TrimSafe Blade:

For more information, please visit our website or call.
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ReOrder# GR2173-A or B


